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Chapter one Preface

1.1.Overview

Red blood caused by the capillary and venous exposure, and the skin thinning is also one

of the reason.980nm red blood vessel laser machine adopts the wavelength of 980nm laser to

removal the vascular, it effective to all reason caused capillary exposure.During the treatment,

it can also stimulate the collagen of the skin to regrowth and increase skin thickness and

density.In this way, vascular disappear and elastic of the skin increased. Porphyrin inside of

the vessel absorb the 980nm laser and it caused the blood vessel coagulation and then it

disappear,laser won’t damage the skin at all.

1.2 Introduces：

Laser removal red blood vessel is use 980nm laser to treat the vascular caused by every

reason. Vascular also called Capillary dilation,the caused reason like Climate, high

temperature, low temperature, sand, ultraviolet, strong light and etc.

1.3 Structure：

It has tree parts:(1)Main machine（2）Control panel（3）Fiber handle.Control panel is 8 inch

color touch screen, it has different work mode.

1.3.1 Parts and control

Main accessories：

Main machine Pedal key



goggles eyeshade Power line

Fiber handpiece

1.4 Treatment range

1.4.1 Genetic cause

Medical research has found that 15% capillary dilation has close relation with genetic,

the blood easy broken and blood leak out and become to vascular and as time goes by, blood

vessel and regrowth.

1.4.2 External cause

1）Live in alpine region or suffered cold injury lead the blood circulation retard and

vascular stasis and then red blood spider appear on the face.

2）after beauty skin peeling, repeated stimulation the dermal and exposure,due to strong

ultraviolet radiation and caused red blood spider.

3）After the cuticle polished, damaged the surface of the skin, so that the skin becomes

thin, red blood cells are prone to leakage, forming a facial redness.

4）Vascular aging, fragility, lack of elasticity, blood vessel contraction is slow, red blood

cells are prone to leakage, the formation of facial redness.

5）Long term use of cortical hormone, causing blood capillary expansion, resulting in



skin thinning, atrophy, etc. will cause facial redness.

Chapter Two User rights

2.1 User rights

Warning

Improper operation will lead the skin burning, before operation you must familiar about
the operation.

Before operation, the operator must check the laser machine function to avoid the harm

maybe caused to the patient or the third part.

2.1.1 Safety operation

Following are the major safety measures:

A：Turn on the processor,laser will do the self checking,and it will do self checking

continuously during the treatment to make sure the inside system works well.

B: Turn the key to left side when you have to stop the laser machine.

2.1.2 Safety warning

The inside parts can repair only under the factory permission, otherwise, the free repair is

out of date.

2.1.3 Training

Warning

Improper using, the strong intense pulse light may be burn the skin. In this way, before
using, the manual have to be carefully read.

The operator must be very professional,the operator has to accept the special training,

and familiar about the operation process,or someone has related work experiences.

Unprofessional people are not allowed to operate the laser machine. Before using have to read

the manual book.

Patient safety depends on the well trained operator and the proper treatment room. The



operator should tell the related risk about the laser machine to the patient.

The success treatment lots of depends on the operator experiences and her medical

knowledge.

2.2 Client clarification

Must clarify matters related to treatment process and sign written treatment protocol with
clients.

2.3 Optical security

Beauticians much wear protective glasses in treatment process, which can filter light in

wavelength of 20-1200nm. Clients must also wear goggles. The protective glasses and

goggles supplied by us are produced specially for filterring light from 200nm to 1080nm. So,

please do not replace them by common glassed, or the lights will do harm to your eyes.

It is forbidden to look directly at the incident and reflected laser light, even if you are
wearing protective glasses.

Moist gauze can protect your eyes during treatment, but the treated area must be kept dry.

It is prohibited to turn on the power when the treatment head is not yet installed, since
this operation will damage the machine.

Make sure the machine is power off, When debugging or cleaning.

2.3.1 Laser safety warnings

Laser emitting window is at the end of the left pipette tip. This structure is designed to make

the laser safe and effective in the treatment area.

It is prohibited to look at the laser emitting window.

Metal instrument will reflect the laser beam, the user never hit the laser beam on metal.

Reflective materials should keep away from the laser machine, such as jewelery, watches,

surgical instruments, mirrors and so on.

Clients can accept the treatment on condition that wear the appropriate protective

equipment( protective goggles or use other effective protection measures). Users operating the

laser instrument must have clinical experience in ophthalmology.Before using the instrument,

it must be strictly sterilized to parts in every area. Unreasonable eye protection measures will

cause cornea red、hurt, more serious, may lead to blindness.

2.3.2 laser treatment room



Treatment room should keep clean at all time, and non-treatment staff are not allowed to
enter.

Laser beam can only be used in the treated area, not the non-treated area, or it may cause

unnecessary trouble.

There should be laser radiation warning labels at the entrance to the laser treatment room.

It is forbidden to come in and out randomly during treatment.
Suggestions: If use this laser treatment machine for special operations, the treatment room
must be with good air conditioning、dehumidifiers and other necessary facilities. And during
treatment, operators and staff treated should have their own specific place. Before the surgical
operation, treatment room door should be posted by warning labels.

2.4 Mechanical electrical safety

When the laser treatment machine need to work under 220V or 110V voltage, the rated power

shouldn’t be less than 100W.And power cord connected to laser machine must match

international single-phase three-line AC outlet and must be good ground communication

property.The type should be 10A. Good ground communication property is very important.

When the laser machine stops, high pressure parts inside are still with high energy, so at this

time, if operators open the back cover and touch the inner parts, it may cause electric shock.

During the working process, make sure the voltage is stable.

2.5 Fire prevention

As the working time increasing, some heat may be generated in side machine body.
Flammable materials are prohibited to be put around the machine, such as acetone、alcohol
and so on. If need to sterilize the machine, all alcohol should be steamed away before using
machine.
Flammable materials and explosives must be away from machine working area, such a
s: anesthetic、gasoline、alcohol...

2.6 System safety

The machine is equipped with a key switch. In order to run this instrument, Only the staff

who is authorized and gets the key.

The red emergency button is used for cutting off power in case of emergency.

When faced with an emergency, press the emergency stop button, then switch the key



anticlockwise to turn off the power, and then switch the emergency button to restore the

original state.

At the device back, a 10A circut beaker is installed near the power line. If the load exceeds

10A, a breaker switch will automatically trip. And we just need to push up the breaker switch

to restore power, then the machine will self-test initialization procedures, and also detect the

operation of the circuit in the whole operation.

2.7 Transportation

Though this machine is very strong, we still need to grasp its handle when move it.

The light guide structure outside of this laser machine is a very precise optical system. When

you need to transport this machine, make sure it is factory packaging to reduce the machine

vibration, or excessive vibration will result in offset of the inner structure and influence the

light output.

2.8 Safety signs

These two safety labels must be posted on the top of the packing( a vivid place)

Warning

Any irregular use will cause damage to the human body. The operator must be vigilant at all
times, and can take the corresponding protective measures in the emergency.

Safety instructions: this laser treatment machine includes several safety facilities, users must

be very familiar with their locations. Operation methods:

Key switch: When the machine stops working, please pull out the key to prevent unauthorized

operation of unauthorized persons.



Labels for QTS-DZ1003

Type: QTS-HX01000

Product name: 980 Vascular Removal King
Power supply: 220V/50hz 110V/60hz 5A

 

Chapter 3 Machine Assembling Instructions

3.1 Assembling process

1. Take the machine out from the aluminium case

Please read this instruction carefully before operate or maintain this machine.



2. Place the machine in a ventilated environment for one day (not wet), beacase the machine
will produce a high humidity in the long course of transportation
3 check all parts and the main machine body if in good condition.

4. Insert the pedal to 1(as

figure 1 )

5.When installing the fiber handle, we need to

wipe the optical fiber mouth and optical fiber

head (as figure 2), then insert the optical fiber

head to the optical mouth. When inserting, card

slot 1 should be in alignment with car slot 2( as

figure 3). Connect the power.

Figure 1

Figure 2

http://fanyi.baidu.com/?aldtype=85&keyfrom=alading&smartresult=dict&expand=1


3.2 Precautions Before using machine

Before opening the package, make sure that the surrounding environment meets the

following requirements:

3.2.1.Location

Machines should be placed ventilated treatment rooms, ensure all parts inside the

machine should not be with too high humidity.

3.2.2.power

Before delivery, machines are already equipped with power switch, power cord, rated

voltage in accordance with local customer requirements.

AC230V ± 10%, 10A, 50 / 60HZ.AC115V ± 10a%, 20A, 50 / 60HZ Input current will

not cause voltage or current unstable status (too low or to high).

Attention

Ensure the voltage of the instrument is matched with the the local rated voltage , otherwise, too
high voltage will damage the machine, and the machine willnot work in too low voltage
properly.

3.2.3. Working environment requirements

The surrounding air can not contain corrosive particles (such as acidic particles), it will

damage the wires, some parts and the control screen.

Dust in the air should be as little as possible, otherwise it will absorb light energy

Figure 3



continuously, and when it falls on the filter, the filter will be affected and will work normally.

Metal particles will also bring damage to certain parts of the machine.

The working temperature of 980 Vascular Removal King should be in 15℃-30℃;

humidity not higher than 80%; the power should be around 2KWwhen the instrument is

working properly.Treatment environment should be treatment rooms with good air

circulation.

3.3 Moving

Common moving:

1.Turn off the machine and stop working.

2.Cut off the power.

3.Control treatment head to prevent shaking

4.Move the machine (don't tilt it)

Warning

If your instrument needed to be shipped to a far place, please contact your supplier.

3.4 Transportation and storage

1. The instrument should be placed vertically in a vertical packing box. Packing box should

be supplier packaging standard in order to prevent the machine sliding inside.

3. The packaging apparatus is arranged with waterproof and cushion ring, and the

instrument need to be handled gently and avoid man-made damage. There should be "handled

gently" and "moistureproof", "upright" labels on top of packing box.

4. transportation or storage ambient temperature range: + 5 ℃ _ + 55 ℃

5. The relative humidity range: 30% - 80%

6. Required atmospheric pressure range: 86kpa-106kpa



Chapter 4 Operation instructions

Warning

1 There is a high voltage capacitance in the laser machine, so it must be used to
ensure that the control panel and the instrument's tight to prevent leakage.
2 When start the laser instrument, ensure the laser is running in your control range.
3 people in the the rapeutic room must wear eye glasses.
4 laser must be treated in the treatment area.

4. Operation interface guide

1) After open the key switch ,screen will show the progess ,then it will show the standby

interface

2) Press enter and into the following interface

4.2 .Boot interface ：

Choose what you need to function into the next operation



the energy, pulse width, frequency adjustment button ，indicate light

button ，press the indicator button will show four strongthen

4.3 Parameters setting

Button of adjust the energy, the energy can be adjustable by contious pres, the energy data

will show 1-30



Adjustable pulse width, pulse width adjustment button, adjust the "pulse width value" for the

user, can continuous adjustable pulse width values,Below will show the corresponding pulse

width values 1-200

Frequency adjustment button, adjust for the user's "frequency", can continuous adjustable

frequency, below will show the corresponding frequency 1-5

Button to adjust light, it can adjust the light intensity, below will show the corresponding

indicator light intensity 1-4

4.4 Contrast Effect

Treatment before and after

Chapter.Five Maintenance

Warning



Turn off the machine and power before maintenance to keep breaken the machine and leakage，
don’t open the backside of the machine，Without the permission to open the instrument will cause the
warranty out of valid.

5.1 Daily maintanance

a. Forbid the machine under the sunshine

b. When do not use the machine ,cover it to keep dust ,especiall the treatment head .

c. Keep the air circulation

d. Forbid the unstandard operation .

5.2 System fault handling
Common fault Solved ways

Screen not light

Check the power line

Check the breaker,if it is trip ,please contact the operator

Other problems , please contact the seller

Check whether press the ready button
Increase the working voltage ,check whether screen can be
light on
Check the foot switch is ok

Treatment head can not emit
light

1.Too hot insie the machine , off work 30mins to cool
down the teperature .
2.Take off the treatment head ,check the lens wether ok
3.Working voltage instability (if lower) will affect the
normal work of the laser4.Part of laser control head is
damaged ,contact the seller to replace one
5.Check the treatment head whether broken or in water ,if
yes, needs contact the seller to replace one
6.Other fault problems pls contact the operator



Light enery is very weak ,even
empty light

1.could be long time not to use ,need time to hot
2.The temperature is too low ,need higher temp and choose
the better air circulation treatment room
3.The humidity is too high ,need to keep dry
4. The head could be broken

When in the process of
operating,the instruments issued
a "creak" sound

stop working, first to cool the cooling system.
Then please contact the operator

The treatment effect is weaking Please contact the operator

The treatment head is broken Please contact the operator

Chapter SIX. Appendix

6.1 Operation guide

6.1.1operation technical

1、Before treatment ,usually use limit anesthesia scream on the treatment area ,start treat

after 30 minutes. Use the laser to over and over irriadiate the area,the dia meter smaller than

2mm will be remove immediately ,the bigger blood vessel begin dark ,and after treatment

several times ,Most of the blood will be removal and get very good effects.

2、The whole treatment is painless and permanent effects.Because of this method of

removing redness on the skin damage is very small, so you can recover after the removal of

skin redness of skin color, not leave scars, so do not worry about scarring as well as its safety.

After receiving treatment, a few people may have a temporary pigmentation, which is a

normal reaction .



3、The treatment need only one time. And if the paitent take good care after the treatment ,

usually do not appear recurrence phenomenon .

4、Keep asking the paitents feeling ,and adjust the suitable energy

6.2 Clinical beauty attention
6.2.1 Taboo people ：

1、skin cancer

2、Scar constitution

3、Acute skin or taking photosensitivity drugs

4、Photosensitive skin or taking photosensitive sex drugs.

5、Dysplasia of moles and malignant mole, etc。

6、Blood coagulation dysfunction or taking anticoagulants。

7、Immune handicapped 。

8、Psychological disorder and pregnant women。
6.2.2 Attention after treatment ：

1、Taking more Postoperative more foods that contain vitamin c and E or oral vitamin c,
must eat less thrill foods soy sauce, beef, sauce Food, shrimp, crab, wine, coffee, etc .

2、Keep smooth and happy , do not worry more about the treatment .Good sleep will help
to recover 。

3、Keep gently massage often red blood silk, promote blood flow and help increase blood
capillary elasticity;

4、Pay more attention on activities ,to avoid sun exposure, which can effectively avoid
the blood capillary dilate, treat red blood silk.;

6.3 Repair

When the machine out off work , follow the manual to make simple maintanance still can

not work ,please contact our after sale service . And if need send back to us for repair ,please

follow the way below :

Shipping way ：

1、Go to Local railway station send back by railway

2、Go to Local air palce to send by air

3、Go to Local Long distance bus station to send by bus



Attention ：

1、Please fax the shipping doucments to our after sale department , that keep we can take

the machine timly and repair the machine ASAP .

2、Customer should contact after-sale service department before send back the repair

machine , make sure the contact phone number, pickup location, the consignee .

3、When Calling the after-sale service department, clents should aske for the service

‘s job number, name for answering the telephone, so that when the service does not reach the

designated position shall be investigated for responsibility。
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